Need another word that means the same as “inviting”? Find 5 synonyms and 30 related
words for “inviting” in this overview.
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Inviting as an Adjective
Definitions of "Inviting" as an adjective
According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “inviting” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:
Offering the promise of an attractive or enjoyable experience.
Attractive and tempting.
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Synonyms of "Inviting" as an adjective (5 Words)
alluring

Powerfully and mysteriously attractive or fascinating; seductive.
The town offers alluring shops and restaurants.

beguiling

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
The voice was low and beguiling.

enticing

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
An enticing prospect.

tempting

Appealing to or attracting someone, even if wrong or unwise.
It is often tempting to bring about change rapidly.

winning

Attractive; endearing.
A winning smile.
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Usage Examples of "Inviting" as an adjective
The sea down there looks so inviting.
An inviting offer.
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Associations of "Inviting" (30 Words)
allure

Powerfully attract or charm; tempt.
People for whom gold holds no allure.

alluring

Powerfully and mysteriously attractive or fascinating; seductive.
An alluring prospect.

appealing

Evoking empathic or sympathetic feelings.
The idea of having enough money to retire at fifty is very appealing.

attract

Be attractive to.
I did not want to attract attention.

attraction

The quality of arousing interest; being attractive or something that attracts.
She has very romantic ideas about sexual attraction.

attractive

Having qualities or features which arouse interest.
Foliage can be as attractive as flowers.

captivate

Attract and hold the interest and attention of; charm.
He was captivated by her beauty.

charisma

A divinely conferred power or talent.
He has tremendous charisma and stage presence.

charm

Protect through supernatural powers or charms.
The charm begins with ritual instructions.

charming

Pleasing or delighting.
He was a charming affectionate colleague.

chic

Elegance by virtue of being fashionable.
Chic elegance.

coquettish

Behaving in such a way as to suggest a playful sexual attraction; flirtatious.
A coquettish grin.

enchant

Put (someone or something) under a spell; bewitch.
Marcia had enchanted the rope so that it simply regenerated when any
length was cut off.

engaging

Attracting or delighting.
An engaging smile.

entice

Provoke someone to do something through (often false or exaggerated)
promises or persuasion.
A show which should entice a new audience into the theatre.

enticing

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
Difficult to say no to an enticing advertisement.
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entrance

Put into a trance.
The entrance to a tunnel.

fascinate

(especially of a snake) deprive (prey) of the ability to resist or escape by the
power of a gaze.
I ve always been fascinated by computers.

glamorize

Interpret romantically.
The lyrics glamorize drugs.

glamorous

Having an air of allure, romance and excitement.
I really wanted the glamorous job of a flight attendant.

ingratiating

Capable of winning favor.
With open arms and an ingratiating smile.

lure

Something used to lure fish or other animals into danger so they can be
trapped or killed.
The lure of the exotic East.

personable

Pleasant in appearance and personality.
He was so personable and well spoken.

seduction

A tempting or attractive thing.
The seductions of the mainland.

seductive

Tending to entice into a desired action or state.
A seductive voice.

spellbind

Hold the complete attention of (someone) as though by magic; fascinate.
The singer held the audience spellbound.

tempt

Try to seduce.
The window displays tempted the shoppers.

tempting

Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
A tempting financial offer.

winsome

Attractive or appealing in a fresh, innocent way.
A winsome smile.
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